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CHS data acquisition and analysis system has two
sub-systems. One is the conventional VAX/ CAMAC
system and the other is the Cinos system which consists of
CAMAC and. Although the VAX system is still taking
part of the data acquisition of magnetic field coil monitors
and of fast neutral particle analyzer (FNA), it will be fully
replaced by the Cinos system near future. In this fiscal
year. total experimental data of 170 Gbytes have been
acquired, which is 15 Mb)1es/shot and 1.5 Gb)1es/day in
average. This number is 1.06 times larger than that of the
last year. The Cinos system acquired 80 % of the total data.
The rate of operation was about 98%1.
Two AD/c modules have been newly installed. One is
a 4-channel CAMAC fast AD/c module with high-speed
trigger system (12bit. 25MHz, IMb)1e memory/channel) as
shown in Fig. 1. which is used for video signal acquisition
of an lTV camera. Another one is a 96 chmmel VME
charge coupled AD/c (12bit. 2msec resolution, 256K
memory/chmmel) for the YAG laser Thomson scattering
system. The Cinos system basically consists of ten
identical local units. Each unit has the smne CPU.
network controller and standard AD/c. The new AD/c
modules are installed on the two local units for their own
purposes. However. those data acquired by them can be
read immediately from the other units using reflection
memories through fast optical fiber data link LAN.
Since the CHS data acquisition system has been
working over 14 years from 1989. data storage systems
have been improved as the amount of data increases. The
original PDPll computer system has utilized optical disk
storage "'ith the disk cartridge capacity of 600 Mbyte.
Those old data set are copied on the new -W Gb)1e MO
juke-box. which is controlled by the VAX/VMS operating
system as shown in Fig.2. Now the Cinos system utilizes a
90 Gb)1e RAID system.
Development of the signal processing progranls for the
Cinos system is continued The new module for Thomson
scattering is under testing. Generally. process time of CPU
and bus arbitration time change depending on computer
load. Howeyer. the Cinos system has the operational
algorithm of the Linear Time-lm'ariant Method (LTIM). in
which execution time is basicall) independent of the
computer load. It is an advantage of the Cinos system.
When signal processing is performed via LAN. execution
time is occasionally affected by network collisions.
The. VAX system adopted DMG data management
system, while the Cinos system MDSplus. Shot number
of the CHS operation dealt in MDSplus is presently
retrieved from the VAX system via LAN. However. the
LTlM fluctuates due to network collision as mentioned
above. In addition. the Cinos system camlot communicate
directly with the CHS machine control system. We are
developing a new method of shot nunlber retrieval from the
LED display using the lTV camerd and CAMAC video
signal processing. Characteristics are as follows:
(1) Franle size is variable both in vertically and
horizontally.
(2) VideolRGB signal data is converted to black (0) and
white (1) signals.
It will be finished near future before the VAX system is
fully removed.
Figure. 1. CAMAC Fast AD/C for video signal
Figure.2. Backup MO system for old data of PDP 11 (Right
Side)
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